SEPTA COVID-19 Mask Compliance

Mask Compliance Rates

- **Total System**
  - Aug: 8% wearing properly, 4% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Sep: 90% wearing properly, 7% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Oct: 91% wearing properly, 6% improperly, 3% not wearing

- **Surface**
  - Aug: 13% wearing properly, 2% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Sep: 10% wearing properly, 2% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Oct: 13% wearing properly, 3% improperly, 3% not wearing

- **Subway/Elevated**
  - Aug: 14% wearing properly, 2% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Sep: 11% wearing properly, 3% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Oct: 10% wearing properly, 1% improperly, 3% not wearing

- **Regional Rail**
  - Aug: 1% wearing properly, 1% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Sep: 1% wearing properly, 1% improperly, 3% not wearing
  - Oct: 1% wearing properly, 1% improperly, 3% not wearing

- **RRD Stations**
  - Aug: 8% wearing properly, 3% improperly, 4% not wearing
  - Sep: 4% wearing properly, 4% improperly, 2% not wearing
  - Oct: 2% wearing properly, 3% improperly, 4% not wearing

**Legend:**
- Green: Wearing masks properly
- Amber: Wearing masks improperly
- Red: Not wearing masks